
she makes me sweat  
she keeps playing with 
my thermostat  



the butterfly 
floated across my windshield 
like it was playing with me 

gloating 

what do you think i am 
some dumb bug 
that would fly straight into you 
and die 

then it rested 
on a web 

until it  
got away  



nothing hurts like cupid 
accidentally shooting you in the eye 

every single day  



the old black man,  
with a chain and a bike,  
to a little black kid 

“if you can’t say nothing nice to me,  
just don’t even talk to me” 

knowledge  
for the youth  



i laugh  
black women get mad  
at other women  
for doing the same stuff they do  
and women get mad at men  
for doing the same stuff they do  
and men get mad at women  
for doing the same stuff they do 
i laugh 

but how funny is it?  



a question in  
five words  

how can i see you?  



some rock em red 
some wear em blue 
they were all white 
when blacks couldn’t play too  



a helping hand  
is as near 
as your elbow 
a second one 
is by your 
other elbow 



the only undercover 
cops cops shoot 
are the blacks  



award shows are contests 
to see who can suck  
their own dick  
the best  



the rulers of the free 
world get mad when 
you add a little 
chocolate 
to their  
milk  



when did popeyes 
chicken become a 
blacked-owned  
business?  



eruptions 
hurricanes 
wildfires 

the earth is saving itself from us  



great thinkers 
never die 
they’re 
assassinated  



slavery didn’t end 
it evolved into 
a nastier beast  



to them  
it’s purgatory 
it’s prison 

to you 
it’s a pet store  



i hear the train 
coming for me 
saying  
loud and proud  
you have more to see than 
a room 
a city 
a state 
a coast 
i can show you 
or 
choo choo 



the natural predators 
of civil rights leaders 
are bullets  



no man has ever brought  
more people together than 

adolf hitler…  
jesus christ  



the guys that give 
unsolicited sup headnods 
are usually pretty cool  



zoos and museums 
promote imperialism 
through preservation 



if you think about it 
black republican home owners 
are some house niggas  



my spirit animal 
i wonder where it is 
i wonder what it says 
i wonder if it likes me  



the warmest place 
is a face 
about ready to smile 



some take note 
others take worthy 
few are note + worthy  



if you hate all flies 
you probably hate butter 
and dragons, too  



you could care about care bears 
and not care about bears 
but then you’d care about stuffed bears 
and not care about tough bears 



the coldest swirly  
does not come from a toilet 
it comes 
from speakers 
blasting  
ice cream 
ice cream 
ice cream  



fire in your eyes 
can burn and scold 
or warm  



father time 
& mother earth 
always fight 
and it’s all love  



they said  
change into  
better clothes 
so you flipped your 
underwear inside out 



the sun is jealous 
the moon is closer 
to earth  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